Recap of Yemen Situation:
84 tickets pending – 34 Aden, 50 Sanaa
Total of 637 CBM (= 150,000 kg) pending and stored in Brussels

Weekly Highlights:
- 5 flights dispatched last week: Port-au-Prince, Bamako, Bujumbura, Bangui and Monrovia
- Two new partners served: Armenian Relief Society and Armenian General Benevolent Union

CBM dispatched per week and cumulative

Airfreight Overview
- m³ dispatched: 6,510.5
- m³ booked: 209
- m³ in pipeline: 877
- Partners served: 25
- kg dispatched: 1,289,353.3
- kg booked: 46,081
- kg in pipeline: 191,375
- Destinations reached: 72
- Flights dispatched: 175